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Discover How This Amazing Web Technology Can Transform More Of Your Bored Prospects Into

Customers Create dazzling attention-getting effects on your website. Designed to elevate your product

above a sea of me too offers and lame sales letters, here's something I think you'll want to see. Many of

the effects featured in Power Effects had to be created i the past using time-consuming and expensive

tools, like Flash or Photoshop animation. With Power Effects, you can churn these out in minutes, and

start testing them in seconds. Yes, Flash and Photoshop do work, but there were 3 limitations to using

them: They took a lot of time to make. Heavy Flash and animated graphics can put a much bigger load on

your web server. Heavy Flash and animated graphics increase the page load time for your visitors. With

PowerEffects, load time is not a factor. Sure, you can include images in your effects and animations, but

the images themselves can be static. PowerEffects handles the animation for you! The fact is, there are

still tens of MILLIONS in the U.S. alone still lumbering along via dial-up. A survey conducted by IPSOS of

over 6,000 families all over the world (including the US), showed that 20 of them were still on dial-up! Do

you think those folks are going to wait around while your page slowly loads? No way! A few seconds of

waiting, and they're gone! That means you've lost a potential sale. After all, it doesn't matter how good

your sales copy is if they never get a chance to read it!
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